
A new name for assumin$ risk
By rohn A. Hrlba]

very lawyer knows
something about the
"assumption o{ risk"
defense in negligence
hv? Probablv becausecases. l{hy? Probably

it has a catchy name (as far
as legal doctrines go). And
probably because "assumption
oI risk" seems to perfectly de-
scribe the logic behind the legal
rule. Unforhuately, there is
often conlusion rather than clar-
ity, because whether an injured
plaintiff "assumed the risk" is
not very helplul for determining
whether there is a valid primary
assumption of risk defense un-
der California law. Justice Felix
Frankfu rter's comment iD, Tillct
r. Athntic Coasl Line, 318 U.S.
54 (1943), that assumption of
risk is "an excellent illustration
of the extent to x'hich uncritical
use olwords bedevils the law," is
an apt description oI California's
curretrt assumption of risk doc-
triue-

We have at least trvo distinct
legal dochines in Calilornia
sharing the "assumption of risk"
label. Primary assumption of
risk (the troncoDtractual typ€)
means that the defendant does
not owe the plaintiff a duty of
ordinary care for the inherent
risks oI an activity based on the
nature of the activity and the
relationship ofthe parties to the
activity. Thus, primary assump-
tion of risk provides a complete
defense to a negligence claim
in a personal iniury lawsuit.
Because primary assumption
of risk is a question of law that
can end a case at summary
iudgment, it shapes the scope
of negligence law in significant
ways. There are more than lfi)
published Cdifornia decisions
addressing the issue.

Secondary assumption of
risk, on the other hand, comes
into play when the defendant
has a duty and is at lault but
the plaintiff is also at fault for
knowiogly participating in a

risky activity. [n such cases,
you might appropriately say that
the plaindff "assumed" a risk of
iqiury. Secoodary assumption of
risk is not a complete defense; it
is a lorm o( comparative fault,
which reduces th€ defendant's
responsibility for damages by
the plaintifls proportional fault.

It is confusing that primary
assumption of risk, unlike sec-
ondary assumption of risk, does
not turn on whether the plaintiff
chos€ to encounter a known risk
(i.e., essumed a risk). For exam-
ple, I went skiing at Mammoth
inJanuary. Suppose alother ski-
er had negligently crashed into
me and broken my leg. Can I
recover damages from the other
skier? No. Primary assumption
oI risk would be a complete de-
fense. The traditional explana-
tion has been that I know skiing
is a risky sport and I know other
skiers canbe negligent, yet Ivol-
untarily decided to ski. I must
have implicitly agreed to accept
the risk of being injured. In
other words, I assumed the risk.
But at least since the landmark
decision of Knigltt o. tewett, S

Cal. 4th 296 (1992), this is not
the legal rationale for primary
assumption ofrisk.

One reason why tbis rationale
was abandoned is that the scope
of the primary assumption of
risk doctrine does not exteDd to
every situation where a plaintifl
voluntarily encounters a known
risk. Otherwise, primary as-
sumption oI risk could apply to
activities such as automobile
travel, rhere public policyfavors
maintainiog a duty of reasonable
care. Also, suppose the skier
who had crashed ioto me had
acted recklessly instead of oegli-
gently. This is also a known risk
that I voluntarily encountered
by getting out on the slopes. I
assumed the risk of being hit by
a reckless skier. Nonetheless,
there is no primary assumption
of risk defense. Despite the ob-
vious risk that some skiers will
be reckless on the slopes, skiers
still have a legal duty to avoid
reckless behavior.

Nalua u. Cedar Fair, L. P.,55
Cal. 4th l14E (2012), should
help illustrate the point. The
court agreed with previous aF
pellate decisions that primary
assumption of risk is aot limited
to sports but also applies to ac-
tive recreational pursuits that
are trot sports (in this case,
amusement park bumper cars).
Tlrc Nalsa opidon strongly
swgpsts that primary assump
tion of risk should apply to all
recreational activities.

Yet the court's reasoning about
preventing negative impacts oo
the essential aspects of recre-
ational opportunities implies
an important limitation: The
defense should not be applicable
to activities that do not benefit
from aggressive and risky con-
duct that borders on negligence.
In such cases, there is not the
same concern that recreation

mirc what is essential versus
nonessential, a court must make
a value iudgment about the ben.
efits and harms of the various
risks and the costs of reducing
e; qlimia6ting them. Simply
stated, the inherent risks are
the risks that a court believes
should be protected lrom tort
liability because they enhance
rather than harm our enjoyment
of recreation.

Lt Nalua, the court felt that
the risk ftom allowing head-on
collisions should be protected
Irom tort liability while at the
same time noting that the risk
Irom allowing faster collisions
would be a risk unworthy of
protection. The court reasoned
that some, butnotall, risks must
remain because bumper cars
would be unerciting and would
disappear ifwe eliminate all risk
of iqfury. At its heart, Na&oa is
a decision to protect a risky be-
havior that the court perceived
as beneffcial.

If lawyers and courts do not
recognize the essence oI the
rule because it is hidden behind
terms like assumptiou of risk
and ioherent risk, the primary
assumption of risk doctrine will
likely continue to expand be-
yond activities that benefit from
ag8Tessive and risky conduct.
For example, in rllcGary u. Su,
15E CaL App. 4th 983 (2008), the
court invoked primary assump-
tion of risk to deleat a claim for
iniuries the plaintiff suffered
while attempting to catch a
product tossed ioto the crowd
at a skateboard exhibitioo. The
court noted that the risk was
sell-evident and inherent but
never directly addressed how
the risk from aggressive fght-
ing over a prize would enhance,
rather than harm, the experi-
ence oI catching a prize.
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Whether an injured plaintiff
'assumed the risk is not

very helpful for determining
whether there is a valid

primary assumption of risk
defense under California law.

Instead, the application of pri-
mary assumption ofrisk reflects
a cotrcern about the negative
impact of tort liability. Because
the line between reasonably
aggressive skiing and careless
(negligent) skiing is difflcult
to draw, imposing legal liability
for tregligent skiing would chill
vigorous participation, and the
nature oI skiing could be fun-
damentally dtered in a negative
way. By providing the primary
assumption of risk delense for
skiing, California courts have
ecsentially decided that ag-
gressive skiing is a worthwhile
activity that deserves protection
from the potentially harmful
effects of negligence liability.
At the same time, the courts do
not protect reckless skiing, even
though a similar argument about
chilling vigorous participation
could be made. Thus, the appli-
cation of primary assumption of
risk to negligent skihg reflects
a value judgment that a certain
arnoutrt of aggressiveness and
dangeria skiing (though nottoo
much) is a benefit that would be
threatened by the imposition of
liability. In otherwords, we don't
want to discourage or eliminate
risky behavior that is beneficial.

To better reflect the policy
consideration at its core, Califor-
nia's primary assumption of risk
doctrine should be renamed tlte
"beneficial risk' doctrine. Un-
der the beneficial risk dochine
there is no duty to avoid, reduce
or eliminate risks that enhance,
rather than harm, our enjoy-
ment of recreation. Perhaps a

new rtame will assist appellate
courts in coofronting the heart
of the matter, such that coherent
limits to primary assumption of
risk will develop.

The fairh recent decision in

will be negatively affected by
tort liability. According[, in a
footnote, the court agreed with
an earlier aD,pellate decision that
denied primary essumption of
risk for recreational boating
because requiring a duty ofcare
would enhaoce, not harm, recre-
ational boating. UnfortunateV,
as long as the defense is called
"primary assumption of risk,"
litigeots aod courts following
JVc&oo will be less likelyto focus
on the core policy consideration:
whether allowing aggressive
and risky conduct in a certain
activity provides a benefit (simi-
lar to allowing rggressive and
risky bumper car driving) such
that special protection from tort
liability is warranted.

The Naloa decision also re-
confrmed the general rute that
the risks protected by the de-
Iense are only those 'inherenf
in the activig. In /Valroa, the
court found primary assump
tion oI ri* applicable because
the risk o( a minor iqiury from
a head-on bumper car collision
is part of the basic or essential
nature of bumper cars, But
courts strwgle with determin-
ing inherent risks because
identifying the risks that are
currentb present in the activity
is not enough. Rather, to deter-
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